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M A R T I N   D O U S T A RA Woman of Prince William’s Sound, Alaska, 1773, after John Webber, from The Voyages of Captain Cook



Eastern Siberia in 1846

Cartography by Piadischev, Lutke etc; engraved by J & C Walker.



Chukchi encampment, circa 1890



Probably excavated from an Ekven burial, this fantomatic silhouette, almost abstract and com-
pletely fossilized, appears to be a very ancient human representation, with arms and belly subtly 
incorporated along the body, facial features reduced to small cuts suggesting eyes and mouth.  De-
spite its minimalist appearance this elegant figure emanates a haunting and mysterious presence.

   1  ABSTRACT FIGURINE

     Chukotka, Far East Russia, circa 400 BC-500 AD
     Marine mammal ivory
     Height :  12 cm

     Provenance Private collection, Belgium
       

    



   2  FIGURE

     Okvik, Bering Sea, Alaska, 300 BC - 100 AD
     Marine mammal ivory
     Height : 19 cm

     Provenance  Private collection, Alaska
       James Economos, Santa Fe
       Private collection, Brussels

    

Okvik literally means “the place where walrus come on land” and refers to the 
site on the largest of the Punuk Islands where most of these early statuettes where 
found. Okvik art is a major corpus in the artistic heritage of humanity, and its aes-
thetic achievements should be considered on the same level than other mother cul-
tures like the Olmecs for precolumbian America or Cycladic art for Ancient Greece.
These standing figures were intended to be guardian spirits, communicating with 
their human companions in dreams and bringing them spiritual assistance. 
The present figure being a large example with a remarkably expressive head despite
erosion. The incised network of lines on the body indicates some physical details, 
tattoos and amulet traps as well.



   3  VENUS

     Okhotsk region, Far East Russia, 500-1200 AD or before
     Marine mammal ivory
     Height : 10,5 cm

     Provenance  Private collection, Belgium

    

With its oval-shaped head and pronounced feminine attributes, this fascinating statuette instantly 
evokes the Venus figurines from the European Paleolithic era. The posture, with prominent breast 
and arms resting on the belly, suggests it may have been used as a fertility idol, very comparable 
in appearance to other figurines found elsewhere in Siberia. An important number of  bone and 
ivory Venus figurines have been discovered in Russia (54 including the territory of Ukraine). This 
particular example was found by chance on the shores of the Sea of Okhotsk in Far East Russia. 
The ivory seems to have been washed by the waters... It has been said that the piece was rejected 
by the sea and probably originate from the little known “Okhotsk culture”.

The Okhotsk culture is an archaeological coastal fishing and hunter-gatherer culture of the lands 
surrounding the Sea of Okhotsk (600–1000 CE in Hokkaido, until 1500 or 1600 CE in the Kurils) : 
the Amur River basin, Sakhalin, northern Hokkaido, the Kuril Islands, and Kamchatka. It appears 
to have spread outwards from the Amur River region, only to be partially absorbed or pushed 
back by the Satsumon culture spreading north from Japan, but nevertheless surviving, for exam-
ple, in the Nivkh of Sakhalin and the Amur and in Itelmen of Kamchatka. The historical Ainu 
people appear to have retained a strong element of the Okhotsk, but the Satsumon culture, and 
perhaps language, appears to have dominated the mix of people who contemporaneously became 
known as the Ainu. Fundamental Okhotsk elements remained, however, such as the bear cult.
It is also believed that the Chukchi people living on the shores of the Arctic Sea are originating 
from the northern shores of the Sea of Okhotsk.

The archeological material from the Okhotsk culture is extremely scarce, and this little statuette of 
ageless beauty is an essential testimony of this vanished and very specific culture.



   4 IMPORTANT IDOL

    Chukotka, Far East Russia, circa 500-1200 AD
    Marine mammal ivory
    Height : 15 cm

    Provenance  Private collection, Belgium

    

The legs are slightly bent, as if to protect the pregnant belly. The arms clasped along the torso and 
hands joined on the chest in a characteristic gesture, common in the ancient art of Far East Russia.
The statuettes depicting pregnant women are notably known in the region of Chukotka in 
north-eastern Siberia, where the cult of the mother-goddess seems to have been particularly man-
ifest. Another comparable figure found in an Ekven burial site dating from the Old Bering Sea 
culture (400 BC-1300 AD) presents the same archaic appearance and posture, reminiscent of the 
so-called “Venus” figurines from the Paleolithic period.

*For a comparable ivory idol exhibited at the Musée du Quai Branly in Paris, see “Upside Down: Les Arctiques”, 2008, p. 137



   BEAR HEAD         6 

    Chukotka, Far East Russia, circa 500-1200
    Marine mammal ivory
    Length : 5,5 cm
    

 5        STATUETTE

 Chukotka, Far East Russia, 500-1200 AD
 Marine mammal ivory
 Height : 10,5 cm

    



   HARPOON HEADS      8

     Old Bering Sea, Alaska, United States, 100-500 AD
     Marine mammal ivory
     Length : 16 cm and 17,5 cm

  7 SNOW GOGGLES

   Chukotka, Far East Russia, 1700-1800
   Marine mammal ivory
   Length : 11,8 cm
    





This exceptional ethnographic collection consists in a set of 52 carvings in 
marine ivory mainly dedicated to fishing, and beautifully mounted. It in-
cludes four superb picks of approx. 35 cm long, small anthropomorphic 
and zoomorphic amulets, numerous harpoon heads and sockets, needles 
made of split pieces of birds’ long bones, fishing lures, an important fishing 
hook and a Saami knife incised with a decor of deers. These artefacts dates 
from different periods ; some pieces were archeologically excavated and 
others are surface objects from historic times carved up until the 19th cen-
tury. Most of the pieces are in remarkable condition with attractive patinas, 
sometimes smooth and glossy, or bleached and textured, dried by the nature. 
The collection was patiently gathered in the course of the twentieth centu-
ry by a russian scholar -and amateur fisherman- based in Far East Russia.

Right : reconstitution of a traditional harpoon.
Below : a knife from the Saami people inhabiting Murmansk region and northern scandinavia. 

   9  FISHING COLLECTION

     Chukotka, Far East Russia, circa 100-1800 AD
     Marine mammal ivory and bones
     Size of panel :  100 x 50 cm

     Provenance Private collection, Russia
       Private collection, Belgium

    





   VERTEBRAE       11  

     Alaska, United States, 19th century
     Whalebone
     Height : 88 cm

     

   

  

This is not a Brancusi sculpture. This is not even a polynesian club...
But it’s a pure, fascinating, and beautiful creation of Mother Nature !

   Previous page :

   10 “LES TCHUTSKY ET LEURS HABITATIONS”

    After John Webber, published in Paris, 1875
    Engraving, framed
    Size : 37 x 25 cm

Detailed view of 3 bow carrying natives, dogs and huts, with additonal natives in the background. 
From the first French edition of the Official Account of Cook’s Third Voyage. The scene was 
sketched by John Webber, a talented young artist who accompanied Captain James Cook on his 
third voyage to the Pacific in 1776-1780 and engraved by master engraver Robert Benard, in Paris.



  12 RARE SEATED FIGURE

   Chukotka, Far East Russia, 1500-1700
   Marine mammal ivory
   Height : 8,5 cm

    

   POLAR BEAR         13      

    Chukotka, Far East Russia, 1500-1700 
    Marine mammal ivory
    Length : 9,5 cm
    

   



THE BRONZES OF PERM REGION AND WESTERN SIBERIA

Permian bronze casts — Perm and Western-Siberian animal style (cult cast figurines) is the art 
style of toreutics of the 3-12th centuries. It was spread on a large area of forests of the north-east-
ern Urals and western Siberia from the basins of the Kama and Vyatka to the Ob. In the Middle 
Ages, these territories were inhibited mostly by the Ugrian tribes, ancestors of the present day 
Hungarians and Ob-Ugrians – the Khanty and the Mansi people. Their style is referred to as the 
“Permian animal style”.
First collections of these works of arts and their scholarly research date back to the end of the 
19th century. Despite over a century of research into the field, Perm animal style still remains 
one of the most mysterious cultural phenomena of Eurasia. This can be explained by the absence 
of written tradition of its creators and lack of external historic evidence about the creators of the 
bronze images in the heyday of the animal style. The golden age of cult metallurgy began imme-
diately after the period of the Great Migrations (4-5th centuries AD) and continued in the epoch 
of the medieval Urals and Siberia of 6-11th centuries AD. A large collection was amassed by the 
Stroganov family in Perm. 
The researchers point to the influence of Scytho-Sarmatian animal style on the development of 
cult toreutics of the forests of the north: famous animal battle scenes, vertical model of the Uni-
verse in the form of three worlds – three levels of the plaques and the cult of the great moth-
er-goddess are present in both styles.Perm animal style objects include metalwork of bronze with 
the usage of single- or double-sided forms for casting, bone and wooden carvings, engravings on 
metal and bone objects. Figures depicted on the images are elks, rain-deers, bears, fur-bearing 
and other types of animals, horses, different waterfowl and birds of prey, snakes, insects and a 
number of “complex creatures” of mixed nature (hybrids), mixed zoomorphic and anthropomor-
phic half-human creatures; there are also a number of images of horsemen. The stories, which the 
Perm animal style plaques tell, are numerous and diverse.The objects are found in the hoards, on 
the sites of the temples, among the skeletons, in burials, as part of sacrificial complexes or on the 
sites of metallurgical workshops. Most of the bronze artifacts were used as a cult figures for the 
sacred rites.
Figures depicted on the images are elks, rain-deers, bears, fur-bearing and other types of animals, 
horses, different waterfowl and birds of prey, snakes, insects and a number of “complex creatures” 
of mixed nature (hybrids), mixed zoomorphic and anthropomorphic half-human creatures; there 
are also a number of images of horsemen. The stories, which the Perm animal style plaques tell, 
are numerous and diverse.The objects are found in the hoards, on the sites of the temples, among 
the skeletons, in burials, as part of sacrificial complexes or on the sites of metallurgical workshops. 
Most of the bronze artifacts were used as a cult figures for the sacred rites.
According to the sphere of usage, cult metalwork objects can be devised into groups: for instance, 
the ones protecting against diseases (they were as a norm kept at home), the others – “spirits of the 
happiness” – bringing luck as a response to the sacrifices (they were inside community temples).
The diversity of cult artifacts and mythological stories on the plaques presuppose the existence 
of developed mythology of the creators of the animal style. Perm Animal Style appeared on the 
territory of Scytho-Sarmatian world at the beginning of the first millennium AD and disappeared 
at the beginning of the second millennium, on the eve of the Mongolian invasions. The last traces 
of this civilization can be observed in the traditional culture of the Ob-Ugrians – the Khantys and 
the Mansis. Casting of objects for worship existed for over a thousand years and ensured the unity 
of the pagan world of the Urals and Western Siberia.

Biblio.: The Animal Style of Perm, V. A. Oborin, 1988

   14 WOMAN’S HAIR ORNAMENT

    Western Siberia, Russia, 500-700 AD
    Bronze
    Height : 6,8 cm
    

   

   
  

     



   15 AMULETS

    Perm region/Western Siberia, Russia, 700-900 AD
    Bronze
    Height : 6,8 (a) and 6,8 cm (b)
    

   

   

     

   16 RARE SILVER AMULET

    Perm region/Western Siberia, Russia, 700-900 AD
    Silver
    Height : 10,7 cm
    

   

   

     



   17  SHAMAN PLAQUE

     Perm Region/Western Siberia, Russia, 1000-1200
     Bronze
     Height : 14,1 cm

     Provenance  Private collection, Paris
       

    

This very rare and important plaque shows an unusually rich iconography depicting a shaman 
in transformation. He wears a head-gear topped with an owl-like bird head and flanked with 
two beaked birds’ heads on both sides. With the body as superimposed on a reptilian creature, it 
actually appears to be, indistinctly, a zoomorphic human and and an anthropomorphic animal.



   19 AMULETS

    Perm region/Western Siberia, Russia, 700-800 AD
    Bronze
    Height : 7,8 cm and 9,6 cm (maskette)
    

   

   

     

   18 PLAQUE DEPICTING A LEGENDARY HERO

    Perm region/Western Siberia, Russia, 600-900 AD
    Silver
    Length : 7,8 cm
    

   



   20 MASKETTE

    Perm region/Western Siberia, Russia, 700-900
    Bronze
    Height : 8,4  cm
    

   

   

     

   21 AMULET

    Perm region/Western Siberia, Russia, 800-1000
    Bronze
    Height :  8,8 cm
    

   

   

     



   22 BIRD PLAQUE

    Perm region/Western Siberia, Russia, 700-900
    Bronze
    Height :  10,8 cm
    

   

   

     

   23 BEAR MASKETTE

    Perm region/Western Siberia, Russia, 700-900 
    Bronze
    Width : 7,8  cm
    

   

   

     



   24  IMPORTANT MASK

     Evenki culture, Krasnoyarsk krai, Southern Siberia, Russia, 19th century
     Copper, soot
     Height : 26 cm

     Provenance  Private collection, Paris

This exceptionally rare and fine mask was initially acquired from a shaman’s heirs in the city of 
Krasnoyarsk. It belongs to the Evenki culture of Siberia. The Evenks are one of the indigenous 
peoples of the Russian North. The native land of the majority of Evenki people is in the vast re-
gions between Lake Baikal and the Amur River. The religious beliefs and practices of the Evenks 
are of great historical interest since these retain some of the most archaic forms of belief. Among 
the most ancient ideas are spiritualization and personification of all natural phenomena, belief in 
an upper, middle, and lower world, belief in the soul (omi) and certain totemistic concepts. There 
were also various magical rituals associated with hunting and guarding herds. Later on, these 
rituals were conducted by shamans. Such masks were the most important element of a shaman’s 
paraphernalia. A comparable mask is published in “Ancient masks of Siberian peoples”, Aurora 
Art Publishers, Leningrad, n°36.

Koryak men in masks. Siberia, Russia, 1901. Photo by Waldemar Jochelson



   25  SHAMANIC CROWN

     Evenk culture, Yakutia, Northeastern Siberia, Russia, 19th century
     Hammered copper
     Height : 40 cm

     Provenance  Private collection, Yakutsk
       Private collection, Belgium

    

  
Shamanism probably arose in the Stone Age (possibly during the Paleolithic) and was known to 
all peoples in the early stages of their history. Like any other historical phenomenon it did not 
come into being at once, but went through various stages in its development. It has often been 
declared that originally, in deep antiquity, everyone was able to shamanize. It is believed that the 
first explorers of Kamchatka in the eighteenth century observed this initial form of shamanism.

This magnificient shamanic headdress and a slightly smaller example, almost identical, were both 
fabricated in the course of the 19th century by an Evenki shaman from Yakutsk, and intended to 
be worn by himself during rituals. While most shamanic crowns in museum collections are rather 
crude in appearance, this example stands out as an exceptionally elegant and sophisticated work 
of art. 
In ancient forest beliefs, the stag’s antlers - like the spreading branches of the Greenwood - reach 
tall and wide with life force. Here, the metaphore of the rebirth of nature and life takes on another 
dimension, with the antlers imitating in delicate arabesques the leaves emerging from the ground. 

Shaman of the Tungus people of Siberia with antlers crown and ritual drum, 1705, After a drawing by N. Witsen



   26  MASK

     Northeastern Mongolia/Transbaikal region, Russia, circa 1900
     Copper, soot
     Height : 24 cm

     Provenance  Private collection, Belgium

    

This rare mask was collected in Mongolia, but the shamanic traditions to which it belongs orig-
inates from Buryatia, around Lake Baikal, in southern Siberia. While the Buryats are the largest 
indigenous group in Siberia their culture is related to mongolic peoples. Historically, the territo-
ries around Lake Baikal belonged to Mongolia, but the area was colonized in 1609 by the Russians 
then in search of wealth, gold and furs.
A comparable mask with hammered “pimples” around the eyes, mouth and rim, is published in 
“Ancient masks of Siberian peoples”, Aurora Art Publishers, Leningrad, n°21.



   27  RITUAL ORNAMENT 

     Tibet, 1600-1700 AD
     Human bone
     Height : 14 cm

     Provenance  Collection A. Eskenasy, Paris
    

As a segment of a large bone apron that was worn by tantric necromancers to drive away evil 
spirits at important ceremonies, its symbolic purpose was as a reminder of the transience of life. 
The quality and thickness of the carving on the present example is superb, enhanced by a beautiful 
honey patination.

Right : A Lama magician (ngagspa) from northern Tibet, 
wearing an apron made of carved human bones.



   28  MASK

     Eastern Nepal, 19th century
     Wood
     Height : 19 cm

     Provenance  Private collection, Paris 
    

Of simple appearance at first glance, the minimalist -almost abstract- features of this mask reveal 
great subtleties of carving upon closer inspection. At once modern and primitive, its expression 
instantly reminds the shamanic masks of Siberian peoples. In fact, we know that nepalese sha-
manism represents the southern extension of the shamanic complex that once existed in Siberia.



   29  WOLF MASK

     Yup’ik peoples, Southwestern Alaska, 1700-1800
     Wood
     Height : 19 cm

     Provenance  Private collection, Alaska
       Will Channing, New York
       Private collection, Belgium

    

An early Yup’ik eskimo mask in the shape of a wolf head, probably archaeologically excavated. 
Carved in hardwood, the surface of the mask has a dry white-washed patina typical of some 
wooden objects buried in an artic environment. There are two holes on the back sides of the mask, 
indicating it was used as a frontlet and possibly worn by a hunter.
We know of a certain number of Yup’ik wolf masks in museums and private collections. Carved in 
relatively recent historic times they all appear to be rather crude in terms of sculpture and appear-
ance, while the present example is quite refined and elegant. The nose bridge and brows draw two 
delicate lines that underline the slanted eyes. With great inventiveness, the carver has replicated 
this particular shape to the ears, so that the eyes and the ears appears to be perfectly symmetrical.



   30  WALRUS MASK

     Yup’ik, Kuskokwim River, Alaska, 19th century
     Wood, pigment, goose feathers
     Height : 34 cm

     Provenance  Adams Hollis Twitchell, Alaska (before 1908)
       Museum of the American Indian, New York
       The Heye Foundation, inv. n° 9/3406
       Acquired by Julius Carlebach in Jan. 1945, New York
       Maria Martins, New York et Paris
       Sotheby’s, New York, Juin 2004, n°19
       Private collection, Brussels

    

This important and powerful Yup’ik mask collected by Adams Hollis Twitchell in the late 19th 
century probably represents “Isanuk” the walrus. In his personal notes, Twitchell describes it as 
the representation of “the spirit that drives the walrus, sea-lions and seals towards the shore so the 
hunter can get them”.
The mask appears on a photo showing Twitchell with other important masks, circa 1908 (see be-
low). We know that Twitchell collected three Isanuk masks near Bethel and sent them to George 
Heye with identical descriptions. The two other masks, less sculptural and impressive, are still in 
the Heye Foundation. One is published in Ann Fienup-Riordan book, page 252 (NMAI °9/3398), 
and the second in “Indian Art of the United States”, Douglas et d’Harnoncourt (1941 : 193).

A. H. Twitchell in Napaskiak, circa 1908 (with the walrus mask in the right corner)



A farm boy of New England who left home to risk everything in an uncertain land, Adams 
Hollis Twitchell (1872-1949) came to Alaska with the gold rush and moved to Chilkat in 
1892, where he tried his hand at gold mining. By 1909, he had established a fur trading and 
merchandising business called the Kuskokwim Commerical Company in Bethel, Alaska. 
He subsequently became an influential trader and collector of Eskimo material culture. 

Twitchell sold 55 stellar Yup’ik masks to George Heye, whose vast, comprehensive collec-
tion of Native American artifacts became the basis for what is now the National Museum 
of the American Indian on the Mall in Washington, DC. A significant number (and argu-
ably the best) of the masks Twitchell acquired came from the village of Napaskiak, about 
four miles downriver from Bethel, where he lived between 1905 and 1916. The Napaskiak 
masks Twitchell collected are among the most visually spectacular and complex masks 
of their kind. In a fascinating, tragic case of cultural misunderstanding, Heye not only 
cleaved apart matched pairs of masks, but, facing financial difficulties after the Great De-
pression, between 1944 and 1946 he sold off 26 of the Twitchell masks to antiques dealer 
Julius Carlebach, who sold them through his New York gallery to notorious expatriates 
and surrealists such as André Breton, Claude Lévi-Strauss, Roberto Matta, Max Ernst, 
Georges Duthuit or Robert Lebel.

“I was reluctant to become the owner of such fragile masterpieces and to feel responsible for 
their safekeeping to future generations. I even doubted that those masks belonged to the solid 
world of objects. I rather saw them as fleeting and almost immaterial embodiments of words, 
visions, and beliefs, eluding durable possession.” 

Claude Lévi-Strauss, September 18, 1994



   31  TOTEMIC PIPE

    Haida, British Colombia, Borth America, 1820-1840
    Argilite 
    Height : 16 cm

    Provenance Private collection, Canada

Haida argillite carvings are a sculptural tradition among the Haida indigenous people of the 
Northwest Coast of North America. The black slate that the Haida use to carve is located on the 
island of Haida Gwaii, formerly known as the Queen Charlotte Islands.
Knut Fladmark, a professor in the Archaeology Department at Simon Fraser University, be-
lieves argillite was known to the Haida pre-European contact, and that it had been used for 
more utilitarian purposes such as the creation of labrets. Fladmark excavated at the Richardson 
Ranch site on Graham Island, located near the mouth of the Tlell River. During the summers 
of 1969 and 1970 he found the first major archaeological assemblage of argillite. Fladmark’s 
analysis of the assemblage led him to believe that the creation of argillite pieces for the purpose 
of trade followed its use within the Haida community as a pipestone.
Robin Kathleen Wright believes it was the introduction of the tobacco pipe into the Haida cul-
ture that spawned the first argillite carvings. Smoking tobacco was introduced to the Haida by 
European and American sailors. Argillite pipes that show evidence of smoking tobacco date 
from about 1810–1840 and are generally small in size but have proportionally large bowls. These 
very early argillite pieces depict traditional Haida images normally seen on totem poles, masks, 
rattles and spoon handles, and are carved in a thin plate of argilite, like the above example. 
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